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java.util.Date; /** * Interface to interface/handle the contact data received from the simulator */
public interface ContactDataReceiver { /** * Accepts a contact. * @param contact the contact *

@throws InterruptedException if the thread is interrupted. */ void receiveContact(Contact contact)
throws InterruptedException; /** * Handle a collision. * @param contact1 first contact * @param

contact2 second contact * @throws InterruptedException if the thread is interrupted. */ void
handleCollision(Contact contact1, Contact contact2) throws InterruptedException; /** * Handle a

contact. * @param contact the contact * @throws InterruptedException if the thread is interrupted.
*/ void handleContact(Contact contact) throws InterruptedException; /** * Set the size of the contact

data buffer. * @param maxContactSize the maximum size of the data buffer */ void
setContactDataBufferSize(int maxContactSize); } Q: Why does the sum
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, 2011. Announcing the new Ubuntu 12.04
LTS - borisk ====== SwellJoe As a Mac
user, I'm very excited to see Ubuntu on
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the desktop at all. I never expected
Ubuntu to be a serious contender on the

desktop, especially as Microsoft started to
build Windows 8 apps, but it's a great
stride forward. I won't even touch the

dock vs. app dock controversy, but I think
we're doing better. I'm also really
impressed with the emphasis on

collaboration, free software, and the
improvement on accessibility and

inclusivity. ~~~ joezydeco Read Joel's
post on Apple vs. Ubuntu: [

ubuntu.htm...]( ubuntu.html) ~~~
SwellJoe I'll have to read it. I've read a lot

of crap about Ubuntu lately, and it's
always seemed to be a knee-jerk
response whenever there's a new

generation of Linux distributions that
competes with Android or iOS. I hope I've
completely missed something and Ubuntu

is doing a lot of good things. I only
interact with Ubuntu users via IRC, but
the community seems very nice. ------
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alexgartrell While it's awesome to see it
hit the desktop and finally be a REAL

distribution, I'm concerned that Canonical
has too much influence with the new

Unity interface. How much of that
transition is driven by them? This is a
huge change. If you were to open up a
fresh install of Precise and make it your

desktop you would be visually and
conceptually lost. You might have to

figure out the menus and the app
launcher first, but then the interface

becomes familiar. If you have to re-learn
the interface, then something is wrong.

I'm not saying that it's bad, but this is the
most important interface change in

Ubuntu's history since the last release.
Hopefully the designers work out all of

the kinks and realize how important this
is. It's going to be difficult to learn. ------

mbreese I
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They believe that an adequate training of
neurosurgeons includes great extension

of the presented material. In their opinion
it is necessary to consider the activity of
surgical centers of neurosurgeons in the

training of dental surgeons for the
treatment of skull-base lesions.// Jest
Snapshot v1, exports[`Store should

match snapshot 1`] = ` Object {
"appState": Object { "children": Array [],
"opened": true, "route": Object { "name":

"Home", }, "selectedChild": null,
"selectedIndex": 0, }, "children": Array [],

} `; exports[`Store should match
snapshot for update with array 1`] = `

Object { "appState": Object { "children":
Array [ 1, 2, ], "opened": true, "route":

Object { "name": "Home", },
"selectedChild": null, "selectedIndex": 0,

}, "children": Array [ 1, 2, ], } `;
exports[`Store should match snapshot for

update with string 1`] = ` Object {
"appState": Object { "children": Array [
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"1", "2", ], "opened": true, "route": Object
{ "name
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